Choosing a path forward on your remote work journey
A remote work journey guide

It's clear that the workplace has changed forever. The future of work will continue to be a mix of in-office and remote work. Cisco solutions are designed to support your users, spaces, and integrations for 100% remote or hybrid environments. Executives, Connectors, Creators, and Executives need to be sure people are using the best device for their role and location. Building your solution, your way.

96% of people are expected to work from home, either fully remote or hybrid. How can you support their needs?

Unleash the potential of remote work.

Executive
Executives focus on leading business or general managers. They need:

- Convenience
- Speed
- Integrations

Connectors
Connectors are in human resources or other operations roles. They utilize:

- Specialized resources for finance or digital transformation
- Focusing on singular work and may require efficient, consistent user experience

Concentrators
Concentrators are people who work best alone. They need:

- Privacy
- Consistent user experience
- Flexibility

Creators
Creators such as marketing gurus, engineers, or other creative pros spend much of their day revising ad copy. They require:

- Ability to share ideas
- Updating designs

Presenters
Presenters including sales professionals are focused on collaborating to bring people together. They require:

- Video and audio
- High-quality

Executives like business leaders or general managers are often booked solid in meetings. They need:

- Whiteboarding
- Digital annotations
- Consistent user experience

Charting your course forward

No matter how and where you're working, you can choose from a wide range of hybrid work solutions. No matter how and where you're working, you can choose from a wide range of hybrid work solutions.

Building your solution, your way
No matter the path or the location you're working from, you can choose Cisco devices to support your workforce. To collaborate on the go or 100% remote, creators utilize:

- Video and audio
- Whiteboarding
- Digital annotations
- Consistent user experience

To work on the primary monitor, presenters need:

- Video and audio
- High-quality
- Whiteboarding
- Digital annotations
- Consistent user experience

To collaborate on the go or 100% remote, connectors utilize:

- Video and audio
- High-quality
- Whiteboarding
- Digital annotations
- Consistent user experience

Working 100% remote or hybrid, concentrators utilize:

- Video and audio
- High-quality
- Whiteboarding
- Digital annotations
- Consistent user experience

Unlock the potential of remote work

Start by choosing the right devices that support your workforce.
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To collaborate on the go or 100% remote, creators use:

- Video and audio
- Whiteboarding
- Digital annotations
- Consistent user experience

To work on the primary monitor, presenters need:
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To collaborate on the go or 100% remote, connectors use:

- Video and audio
- High-quality
- Whiteboarding
- Digital annotations
- Consistent user experience

Working 100% remote or hybrid, concentrators use:

- Video and audio
- High-quality
- Whiteboarding
- Digital annotations
- Consistent user experience
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